


Future is Behind  (2015-2016)  shoes, poro-elastic material, size of the performer







After a thorough examination of cultures with a different perception of time, Nuyten 
developed shoes with a sole that is placed backwards in close 
collaboration with master shoemaker Nils Kalf. 

Some cultures have an experience of time that is opposite to ours: 
the past is in front of us and the future is behind. This is reflected 
for example in body language with gestures backward when talking about tomorrow. 

There are three versions of this work: one is based on the iconic New 
Balance 547, another on Michael Jackson’s Moonwalk loafers and a third on 
the classic lace-up shoe. During the opening of the new space one of 
Upstream Gallery’s visitors was wearing the pair of shoes. Upon request, 
visitors can fit the shoes to venture on an alternative physical experience of the
Western regime of time. 
Courtesy: text Marian Cousijn, photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery





Rehearsing the Future  (2016) text in virtual device, Oculus Rift, flatscreen, vinyl floor 



Rehearsing the Future is an eponymous work in which Nuyten researches 
the increading extent to which language take shape in the digital environment by 
using the Oculus Rift; a set of VR-glasses with a wide steroscopic view, 
developed especially for gamers. Visitors are guided through a virtual space by 
means of moving textual instructions that constantly change direction and format.  

The slightly absurdist text reads about social structure and it's prescribed scenarios, 
while creating a rhythmic choreographic spectacle for viewers standing outside the 
virtual space. By this, the work also brings together Nuyten's research on social and 
linguistic systems, of which she explores the impact on our actions through 
physical, virtual and imaginary modifications to everyday object.
Courtesy: text Lise van Zaalen, photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery 







Timezone Ensemble  (2014-2016)  app, iphone, wooden installatio



Timezone Ensemble is an artwork in the form of 

an app, available at the Appstore and Google 

Play. 

If you download the app you are invited to join 

‘Timezone Ensemble’: a multiplayer game in 

which players battle over time.  Each player is 

challenged to manipulate the "collective time" to 

match their 

local time.

How it works: imagine you're a player from New 

Zealand and it is 18:00 p.m. you're trying to get 

the 'collective time' to match your local time. 

While pushing the buttons and adding or 

subtracting hours, minutes and seconds, by doing 

so, one of your opponents living in Holland is 

trying to reach the opposite: matching the 

'collective time' to his or her 

local time, 08:00 a.m.

Courtesy: photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery 



www.timezonensemble.nl Google Play App Store



Exhibition in Your Hand (2013)  audio fragment, text on paper, dark setting, a loop of 3:38 minutes



Exhibition in Your Hand is an exhibition that is to 

be visited by means of imagination. A voice-over 

describes an exhibition that takes place in your 

hand. This description is pausing from time to 

time. Building up a relationship between the artist 

narrator and the visitor. The exhibition constains 

existing works of Nuyten (like Measuring Space) 

as well as work by other artists.

The sound installation sets minimal haptic 

elements like elements like text and sound and 

stages the presence of the public. A voice takes 

the visitor on a tour through an imaginary 

exhibition, the exact place beging in the mind of 

the listener. [...] The sensing of imaginative 

power through the us of speech is a central 

theme in Nuyten's work. 

Courtesy: Alexandra Landre, photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream 

Gallery 



Tonight's Schedule (2014-2016)   stamp, ink, performer



Today’s Schedule/Tonight’s Schedule has been 

included in several exhibitions. One of them was an 

exhibition during Museumnight at the Ons' Lieve 

Heer op Solder in Amsterdam.

A performer was standing at the door of Ons' Lieve 

Heer op Solder and gave every visitor a stamp on 

their wrist on the place were someone would 

normally wear a watch. When you look closer, you 

can see that the stamps form numbers, and that 

the numbers are digital, like digital time on a digital 

watch. Together the visitors form a collective clock.

The stamps are especially developed for this work 

in collaboration with a stamp-factory in Germany.

Courtesy: text Christine Bax, Photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery 

Spacial thanks to performers and Blikopeners Stedelijk Museum



A 0°C Globe  (2013)  model of a globe made out of frozen water, globe's standard, a platform of plaster 



This globe - made out of ice - starts melting once it is exhibited above freezing 
point. The original form of the globe, as it exits below 0°C, is present purely in the 
title: the viewer can only imagine it. A 0°C Globe is a cyclical one-day artwork - it has 
to be refilled and frozen on a daily base. During the solo exhibition, The Palm at the 
End of the Mind, the gallerists were asked to freeze the glove everyday. 

Before opening time the frozen globe was replaced in the standard. The titles are an 
important of Nuyten's work; with some works, the ideal conceptual form 
exists exclusively in the title, for instance A 0°C Globe. 
Courtesy: Marian Cousijn, photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery



Let's Meet at 3 O'Clock (2013-2014)  manipulated watches 



Pair of watches worn by two gallerists. This work is developed in collaboration with a 
specialist in clocks 'the Clock Doctor' from a small place in the North of Holland. 
Together with the clock doctor and an ingenieur we found a way to make a watch 
running faster then the standard time. The gallerists of Upstream gallery were 
wearing this work during Art Rotterdam; they were connected by their shared time, 
since they could meet at 3 O'Clock indicated by their watches. 

Since this artfair several people started to wear the watches. As soon as 
more people are wearing them, the collective timezone expends. 
Courtesy: text Christine Bax, photo Gert-Jan van Rooij and clockdoctor, Upstream Gallery



0 2 4 6 8 

Place the card on the middle of one of your tables 

In Space; lean over It, look down upon It. It wlll 

appear a rectangle. But now, drawing back to the 

edge of the table, gradually lower your eye (thus 

bringing yourself more and more Into the oondltlon 

of the Inhabitants of Flatland), and you will find the 

card becoming more and more a trapezium to your 

view; and at last when you have placed your eye 

exactly on the edge of the table ( that you are, as It 

were, actually a Flatland citizen) the card wlll then 

have ceased to appear rectangle at all, and will 

have become so far as you see, a straight llne. 

I 

Postcard of Flatland 
(2011)
Postcard, changed quote 
from Flatland a Romance 
in Many Dimensions 
revised edition, 1884, 
Abbott, 14,8 cm x 10,5 cm





Measuring Space (2010) 
Flexible steel rule, helium balloon, 
1.55 m

A balloon filled with helium is stretching a 
tape measure. 
When the helium slowly evaporates in the 
course of the time, the tape measure slowly 
sinks down. Included in the Plancius Art 
Collection.

Courtesy: photo HISK, Ghent and Upstream Gallery



Two Meters (2009) 
Left: 5,5 x 2 x 1 cm, one meter 
tape measure, Right: 4 x 4 x 2 x 1 
cm, one meter tape-measure

Centimetres cut from a measuring 
instrument and glued together until one 
meter. Included in the Sanders 
Collection

Courtesy: photo HISK, Ghent and Upstream Gallery



Measured Through a Window 
a Building is 3 Mm (2010) 
Handmade book, 30 x 40 cm

Several objects measured through a 
window and registered in a notebook.

Courtesy: photo Clare Noonan, and Upstream Gallery



Dotted Lines (2010) 
A Globe with a diameter of 50 
cm

By following these dotted lines with a 
Stanley knife and peeling the printed 
map drawing, another structure 
appears.

Courtesy: photo Roy Kooymans,  Upstream Gallery.



A 50 °C Horizon (2010)
Two thermometers of 50 °C, 
60 x 4 cm 

When it is 50 °C the red line, the 

horizon, will be finished.

Courtesy: Upstream Gallery.



A Handful Skyline (Player II) 
(2013) Playing cards

Before the invention of the elevator, 
life was organized more 
horizontally. Since the elevator it is 
possible to live vertically. The result 
of this vertical life is the rise of the 
Skyline, the contours of a city. 

Courtesy: photo Gert-Jan van Rooij,  Upstream 
Gallery.



Folded Horizon (2011)
Hart Magazine #83, ink, A3 
paper

A blank page with a sentence at the 
top right corner made of cut out letters 
from older Hart Magazines. Published 
by the Hart Magazine in Hart 
Magazine #83



Second Moment (2013) 
Video, Loop

Description of abstract drawings for the 
exhibition The palm at the end of the 
mind. The video creates an exhibition, 
which only exists for a short moment in 
the viewer’s imagination; disappearing 

in the next moment. 

Courtesy: photo Gert-Jan van Rooij and Upstream Gallery



Leap Second (2013) 
Clock hands, pillar 

Moving sweep second against the 
pillar. A leap second is a one-second 
adjustment that is occasionally applied 
to the Coordinated Universal Time in 
order to keep its time of day close to 
the mean solar time. 

Courtesy: photo Gert-Jan van Rooij, Upstream Gallery.



Seconds in Silence (2009) 
Voice-over, audio, loop 

Voice-over speaks out numbers 
randomly. For example she says: 
‘Three’. After ‘Three’ follows a silence 
of three seconds, after ‘Ten’ a silence 
of ten seconds follows etcetera. 

Courtesy: Upstream Gallery.



Shelter for the Ants (2008)
Pair of shoes, size 38




